
We are changing Texas from the inside out, 
and �ghting for ALL Texas Families
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Thompson, holding a sign in front the Texas Capitol. From humble 
beginnings, a movement blossomed: first, in 2021, as a Facebook 
group to connect others who felt the same way as Nancy, which 
then evolved to the Mothers Against Greg Abbott PAC. A�er doing 
significant work during both elections and legislative sessions, the 
group has grown to 200,000+ community members strong. 
Mothers Against Greg Abbott is fighting for positive change for the 
families of the Lone Star State.

What started as a one-mom stand against Greg Abbott’s disastrous 
“leadership” in the face of the Texas Freeze in 2021, Mothers Against 
Greg Abbott has grown and expanded as an activist and advocacy 
organization. We are pushing back against the erosion of 
reproductive rights, anti-LGBTQ+ policies, and attacks on public 
schools and book bans, among other issues. In the spirit of 
solidarity that transformed a single person protest into a force for 
real change, we’re galvanizing mothers (and others) across Texas 
in the fight for justice and equality. 

To Learn More & Support: MothersAgainstGregAbbott.com
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LS Advocating for common sense gun safety laws
Supporting access to high-quality education
Protecting our planet for future generations
Advocating for women’s reproductive freedom
Supporting equal rights for LGBTQ+ citizens
Safeguarding democracy & voting rights
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CT We’ve produced 58 ads with 50+ million views 

Sent 3,375,000+ GOTV texts and registered 2,400+ new voters
Established 40 chapters across Texas
Displayed 60+ billboards, seen 49+ million times
Mailed out 71,000+ voter registration cards
Hosted 150+ webinars with 180+ candidates interviewed
Instrumental in fighting back against educational vouchers in the 
Texas Legislative Session with campaigns, ads, and texts
Partnered with other grassroots organizations on a Rural Tour of 
Texas, spoke with Texans across the state about saving democracy
Created Mothers Report Cards, scoring every Texas State Legislator
Won Reed, Pollie, and Best of Austin awards

Donate today
Become a member
Volunteer with us
Host or help with 
outreach events
Partner with usG
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Mothers Against Greg Abbott(group)

MothersAgainstGAbbott@gmail.com

@MomsAGAbbott(page)

@MothersAgainstGregAbbott

MothersAgainstGregAbbott.com

Donate by Mail: PO Box 27881 Austin, TX 78755
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R Voting out Greg Abbott and Texas GOP

Expanding the tent to include anyone unhappy 
with the extremist politics in Texas 
Informing voters with outreach, endorsements, 
candidate guides, and report cards
Creating impactful and informative messaging 
around issues affecting Texas families
Amplifying candidate outreach with webinars 
and social media


